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Foreword from the curator.
I photographed compiled, and created this
whimsically alive tarot deck just for you.
The starry lights shimmer through the crystal
balls lined up on the table and counters.
This deck is a tool. It aids in meditation
and personal growth. I created this with the
intent to provide a resource. I want people to
find understanding and solace through this
ancient divinatory system.
Vibrant bouquets of fresh flowers catch your
eye. They shine and reflect through a few of the
crystal balls as the scent of roses invades the
room.
I hope this deck finds you well, and the
answers you are seeking are able to make their
way to you.
The evidence in the crystal balls suggests that
your fortune is a good one.
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Are you ready to have a
vision?
Gaze into the crystal ball, tell me what you see…
This tarot deck is a tool used for
divinatory purposes. It can be a spiritual lens to
view reality, or even a way to glance at the future.
(If you dare to believe in such strong foresight!)
Use it with respect, caution, and understanding,
I'm confident the path to answers could possible
clear itself for you.
T.
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Finding your fortune.
Formulate your question intentionally, and
methodically.
Asking your question is like seeking out
truth. Wanting to know, being vulnerable, and
listening for an answer is most of the challenge.
Once your mind is focused, and you
become desperately honest with yourself, pick
your cards.
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Pull one card:

The deck shimmers and glows as one card
stands out to you amongst the others.
This card is a directional guidance to where your
desires lie.
Take advice from this and walk into the world
wiser with more understanding of your spiritual
journey.
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Pull three cards:

The deck bursts forth with explosive emotion, as
you choose three cards to explain your fate.
The first card reflects your past.
This card reminds you where you have come
from and what you have been through.
Use this information to glean what you have
learned from such an experience.
The second card honors your present.
This card will illuminate the situation you find
yourself in now.
What would you change if you could? Where do
you want to go from here?
The third card anticipates your future.
This card assists in preparing and planning for
situations that may arise.
How can you prepare and plan to respond to this
card?
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Pull ten cards:

The cards shine in the glow of the candle light. Slowly,
ten cards select themselves from the rest of the deck.
These ten cards are arranged in the shape of a crystal ball
and a crystal wand.
The first card, at the center of the crystal sphere,
represents the self. This card will give you insight on your
current situation.
The second, third, and fourth cards, are arranged as the
left half of the sphere. They represent the influence you
have over the situation, the karma surrounding you, and
the transformation capable in the situation.
The fifth, six and seventh cards are arranged as the right
half of the sphere. These cards represent directional
guidance for meditation, a possible corrective action, and
how to gain inspiration. These action cards will provide
you with a wellspring of ideas to apply to your own
situation.
The eighth, ninth, and tenth cards are stacked vertically to
the right of the sphere. These cards represent your cover,
cross, and crown.
The card covering you exposes the spiritual effects of your
situation.
The card representing your cross is the obstacle that is
bisecting your path.
The card symbolizing your crown is your higher self. A
voice from the better place reaching out with support.
These ten cards tell a story and should give you a lot to
think about. I find that journaling during a tarot reading is
perfect for organizing all of this information.
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Card
Identities
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0. railroad tracks

The tracks are ahead of you, and no end in sight,
your opportunities seem endless.
The railroad tracks are an opportunity for a
journey. They are also an invitation and a warning.
Look inside yourself and envision your path, where
you want to go, and where you want to be.
The tracks present an option and my suggestion is
that you take it.
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1. piano in the garden

A sweet jazzy folk melody tickles your ears, as it
surrounds you and the rose bushes.

The pianist spends countless hours rehearsing
and learning the technique and emotions before a
performance. Take this momentum from hard work and
pull together your endeavors to achieve success.
This piano is an invitation to present all the hard work
and skills you have learned with your tools. Make the
most of your presentation.
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2. black cat

A soft meow travels to you from within the darkness.
After a few moments, you hear a faint purr and feel a
warm softness brush against your leg.
The black cat crossing your path contains the
power you are looking for from the other side.
Supernatural help can come to us in many forms and
now is the time to keep your eyes open to the
possibilities.
Follow the black cat to see where it goes. I think this is
a sign.
17

3. deer

A warm glow fills the room and a few gentle forest
friends bound into the room to forage for berries.
These gentle deer carry themselves like royalty
and implore you to do the same. This confident energy
will guide you through difficult times and help you face
the decisions that are in front of you.
Keep your chin up and take confidence with you; it is
much needed right now.
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4. train engine
A large rumble fills the small space, as a train engine
roars into the station.
The train engine is on time and is powerful
enough to take us to our destination. There is a larger
power in charge of your journey and you can trust that
it will get the job done.
It’s running on time! Time to board. Sit back and
relax; everything is under control.
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5. midnight mass at
the cathedral

The cathedral bells reverberate through you, calling to
you at the close of the day.
The looming church steeple draws you into a
space to reconcile yourself. The dark and quiet outside
match the mystery of the esoteric cathedral.
Dive into the mystery of life. There is something in the
silence that is wanting to teach you.
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6. wilderness
A gentle breeze sweeps over your back, as you take in
the vast unending forest before you.
The wilderness is a journey that we must make
our way through. Finding companionship and a
different perspective to join us in that journey is a
necessity.
Grab a companion and some hiking boots; it's time to
venture into a wilderness.
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7. bicycle

Without any other way to get to where you are going,
a dear friend has gifted you a brand new sunshine
colored bicycle.
The process of movement and transition takes
work and energy. Sometimes we must rethink how we
are travelling to our success.
Find ways of efficiency in how you are exerting yourself.
It will pay off in overcoming your current obstacles.
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8. ski run

A cold wind blasts into your face, as you see
yourself staring down a snowy near vertical skirun.
The snowy mountain top challenges you to
race to the base. The journey is fast, technical, and at
times, treacherous. You have prepared for this run
and just need to enjoy yourself.
Take a deep breath and believe in yourself. You can
make it through the cold windy night.
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9. pigeon
The soft coo from a small bird comes from the
windowsill. The small soft pigeon sleeps against the
frosty glass, peacefully over a whole nest of eggs.
The time has come to retract yourself, and to sit
alone with introspection and reflection. The moments
you spend in this chosen isolation will strengthen your
ability to hear the answers to life’s questions.
Removing yourself from harsh demands and giving
thought a priority will steady your countenance.
24

10. timepiece
A ticking clock grows loud, filling the whole room.
Time passes slowly, second by second, ever
changing, never stagnant.
The clock reminds us that there is something to be
learned from the past, but that there is also a future to
prepare for. Managing time and energy can be
challenging and tricky, and your strength right now
draws on that organization.
Take a break from your rigorous work to reevaluate
and double check your own efficiency. Time
management is an investment.
25

11. stained glass archangel
A blast of wind rushes into the room from the ceiling,
as a warm glow fills every shadow around. It looks
like we have a visitor!

The Archangel comes into our lives to bring
about change, resurrection, and sometimes judgement.
Be aware of the balance in your life, and make sure to
prepare and lay groundwork for any opportunity that
may arise.
Make sure to do your personal part to keep the scales of
your life balanced. You never know when a higher
power will check to see that all is in order.
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12. little brown bat

Something zips past your ear and lands, perched on
the candelabra on the table in front of you. A little
brown bat, hanging upside down of course, slowly
yawns and falls asleep.
The little brown bat carries mystery and magic
with him. He comes to life at dusk and roams in the
pitch black night. Surrendering to the night and letting
go has given the bat the power to hunt.
Let go and fly away; there is blood to be found
elsewhere.
27

13. drowned rat

Slowly water floods the room. As quickly as it
invades, it recedes. Unfortunately, it leaves behind a
poor drowned rodent.
Death reaches us all eventually, and fear only
further mystifies its power. We reside in a cyclical
universe and being able to understand and notice
those cycles eases suffering.
A cycle may be nearing an end for you, and for that
you must be vigilant and understanding.
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14. spiderweb
The candle light flickers close to a point of extinction,
yet when the lights return to their full luster,
everything is blanketed in a cover of spider web.
The spider web is a trap set to catch prey. The
work takes patience and care. Knowing where and
when this endeavor will pay off is a mystery in its own
right.
Take the time to wait. The passing of a few moments
will only make that which you anticipate so much
sweeter.
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15. tarantula

An odd hue fills the room, as eight little legs crawl
across your arm and down to your hand. Be very still;
you musn’t make a move.
The tarantula is a warning of entrapment,
confinement, and temptation. Be careful catching this
fast critter to use as poison for your enemy; it might just
turn on you and bite.
Be very cautious in your upcoming pursuits; now is not
the time to make any crucial decisions, but to wait out
the threat of a storm.
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16. skyscraper
Slowly shadows shift and the room grows cold. You
look up only to notice the pinnacle of a skyscraper
leaning over you to the point of collapse.
The skyscraper looms over you with the threat
of crisis. Should the building fall, most would not
survive. The long ascent to the top should scare.
Be aware of unexpected change outside of your
sphere of influence, and make sure to keep out of the
shadow of the skyscraper.
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17. magic bridge

A warm coastal wind sweeps against your face,
and you find yourself in front of bridge during a
midsummer festival.
The magic bridge offers travellers an
opportunity, a hope. Now is the time to be inspired
and receive a blessing.
Go ahead and cross to the other side; the grass
really is greener.
32

18. moon sketch
Something feels off, as the flames flicker and start
producing scraps of paper. Slowly taking one, you
realize all the materialized scraps have crude
sketches of the moon on them.
The moon carries mysterious energy and
power. We must keep in mind things are not always
as they appear, and to keep a strong check with our
logic and insight.
Take caution and be sure to double check that things
are as they first present themselves.
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19. ocean sunset

The room grows warm and you feel warmth on your
face. A whole wall of the little room fades away and is
replace by a warm evening sunset at the beach.
The sun has renewed and revived our sense of
vitality. In the warmth we glow and often regenerate.
Bask in the sun as often as necessary.
Because we could not rise for the sun, it kindly rose for
us. Does the sun make you shiver?
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20.warboats

The large boats rumble down the river full of arms,
ready to fight and protect.
These boats represent strong decision
making and the ability to stand up for your wellbeing
and redemption. They may seem aggressive, but
now is the time for a sense of renewal for yourself.
Decide how to proceed into the world, for sometimes
you must defend yourself.
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21. labyrinth
The entrance to the path calls you, and the journey to
the center changes you, and makes you more yourself.
The labyrinth is a process that one must go
through to attain a goal, or a success. Getting to the
center may seem monotonous and mundane, but the
process pays off.
Continue to work hard on securing your personal
victories, and then enjoy the celebration.
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22. fireboat
A cool mist blows into the room, as a fireboat sails
down the river spraying a jettison of water several
stories in the air.
The fireboat brings rescue and support. The
rescue that can be provided is comforting and
reassuring. It brings hope to know that rescue and
support will come.
Recognize when you need help. Sometimes just
knowing that help is on the way calms our panic.
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23. footprints

The ground begins to give way under your feet, as the
soft sand takes over the floor and the cool ocean air
refreshes your face.
The footprints in the sand depict a journey taken
together. Partnership and relationship make the
journey easier. Balance and harmony bring happiness
and joy into our lives.
Look for balance and harmony in attraction, and
actively seek out the best relationships you can find.
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24. swimming hole

Laughter and sounds of splashing fill the room; a
wonderful warm day at the river is the best way to
enjoy yourself.
The swimming hole is a place to celebrate
and spend time with your favorite people. Finding
ways to sincerely build a fun sense of community is
necessary.
Look for room in your life to celebrate and bask in
the joy of your community.
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25. frozen waterfall

A cool breeze blows through the room, freezing the
glass of water in front of you and leaving a sharp
chill in the air.

A time period of being frozen, offers the chance
to revert back into contemplation and meditation.
Now is the time to re-evaluate things that are not
going well for you currently and how you might
change your approach.
Take the time to step away from your engagements
and to reassess the way you are dealing with them.
40

26. beer cans

A rowdy ruckus alleyway by a bar slowly replaces
the dimly lit room you were in. Beer cans crumple
under your feet.
The beer cans tell a story of disappointment
and despair. The party that happened is long over,
and whatever emotion haunted the poor drinkers has
since been drowned away.
Take the time to address your sorrows and regret.
Only you know how best to deal with your loss.
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27. house party

Loud shouts and cheers fill the small space, and
soon everyone is celebrating together.
Reunion, nostalgia, and reconciliation make
up this card. The times that we take the opportunity
to unite with others pay off, for the council of others
strengthens us.
Make an effort to integrate your life into the lives of
others; we can use all the help we can get.
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28. dive bar
The low light of the dive bar calls you in off the street.
Pick up a drink and take a sip. The choice is yours.
The dive bar is full of illusion and imagination.
Any one of the drinks can be yours, as long as you
approach the bar and order it.
Take the time to address your needs and prepare an
intelligent plan to deal with your issues.
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29. empty drinks
Empty drinks clink against one another, as several
crash onto the floor. Drink after drink have left you
hopeless and disappointed.
The empty drinks explain the escapism and
abandonment that so often overtake us. Working
through that takes strength and patience.
Take a step away from the things that are draining
you, and save your energy for taking care of yourself.
Sometimes the answer is as simple as walking away.
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30. apothecary

The strong scent of fresh cut herbs fills your lungs.
The glass jars on the shelves reflect the twinkling
lights.
The comfort of being in the apothecary, calms
tense nerves. The ability to use herbology to increase
satisfaction, promote happiness, and even fulfill
wishes, is a treasure chest.
The tools you need to succeed are in front of you,
and success is surely right around the corner.
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31. gin and lime in paradise
A warm tropical breeze rushes through your hair,
as the sweet taste of lime brightens your tongue.
Not many things are as relaxing as a
refreshing drink in paradise. This harmony and
alignment brings relaxation and peace.
Kick back and relax; you have worked hard and
deserve the vacation.
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32. duck

The waves lap against the rocks. A quiet quacking
tickles at your ears, as a messenger approaches.
The Duck brings good news and a positive
message. Creativity is multiplying and it is time that
you take every advantage possible.
Synchronicity and new opportunities abound for
you.
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33. cargo ship

A long resonating ship horn shakes you to the bone,
and slowly a cargo ship drifts downriver, past the
docks, and out to sea.
Calm and peaceful, the cargo ship sails the
river with power and drive. Consciousness and
creativity are in vast supply on this ship and soon it
will be yours.
Your ship has come in! Make sure to take advantage
of the powerful stockpile of imagination and action!
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34. double-leaf
bascule bridge

Slowly cars back up as the bridge in front of you lifts to
the sky, allowing ships to gracefully pass under.
The bridge opens almost intuitively for ships
passing through. Graceful and elegant, this card
exemplifies offering multiple pathways for others to get
to where they are going.
Stay calm and continue to direct those under your
jurisdiction. You play an integral part in keeping the
world running smoothly.
49

35. waterfall
A cool mist fills the room, as the rushing of water
overwhelms your ears.
The waterfall directs the water over the cliff,
effortlessly and steadily. This card showcases the
balance and control it takes to keep stability in this
ever changing world.
Keep your balance and notice the hard work of stasis
that you maintain.
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36. letter

A gentle wind whistles in the air, as a sealed
envelope falls upon the desk in front of you. I dare
you to open and read it.
The letter represents the mental clarity and
sound mind that we so often need for decision
making and communication.
Trust the voice within you fighting to escape. It
contains a power that the world needs right now.
51

37. angel feathers

Hair stands on the back of your neck as you realize,
you aren’t alone. Two near-perfect feathers fall in
slow motion from the ceiling, suspended a mere inch
from the table. Someone has joined us.
The feathers dropped by your guardian angel
are a message from beyond. Our gracious friend has
visited you to help with any blocked emotions or
indecision you may be facing.
Take a look to the sky and ponder on what kind of
help you may request from the other side.
52

38. poisoned apple
The shine from the waxy apple in front of you is near
blinding. Something within tells you to take a bite, but
your hesitation is smart.
The poisoned apple is a gift from a foe, an
enemy. This world can so often leave us rejected, broken
hearted, and in pain.
Take a step back from your hurt and understand that
healing takes time and effort. You may have a long
journey to optimism, but there is hope.
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39. clouds
The air grows thinner, as a gale blows through,
bringing in a blanket of clouds where the floor used to
be.
The clouds bring with them a calm peace. Up
here, where the air is thin and quiet, you will have all
the time you need to rest and relax.
Spend some time recuperating and contemplating on
how to better serve your needs in the future.
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40. sandcastle

A strong wind blows sand in your face, as waves crash
about around you. Jutting up from the floor, is a large
sandcastle, reinforced with strong walls and a large
gate. The kingdom is ready to defend against any
oncoming attacks.
The sand castle is prepared to fight and defend
against all costs, and the kingdom has been in conflict
with the shore of the ocean for centuries.
Take the time to defend yourself; this fight is older than
us and will be around long after we are gone.
55

41. fire escape

Flashing lights and a shrill beeping fill the small space.
This emergency requires immediate action; with no time
to plan or gather belongings, you must evacuate.
The fire escape alerts us that we are not currently
safe, and it’s time to drastically change our environment to
obtain safety. It may be a regretful transition, but it’s
necessary to your wellbeing to take care of yourself.
Be aware of your surroundings and be mindful of
positioning yourself so that you are cared for and on the
path to safety.
56

42. waterfront

The shore of the river rises and lowers, leaving debris
and driftwood all around you. Birds circle overhead
looking for nourishment that has washed ashore.
The waterfront is a warning and a signal. The
ebb and flow of the shoreline teaches us to be aware of
our actions and repercussions that wash over us. Have
you considered your dealings and the results?
Make sure to consult some advice from a trusted
acquaintance, because so often our motives can cloud
our ability to consider the consequences of our actions.
57

43. motel

A moth flies by your face, as it is illuminated by a
bright neon sign. Trucks whizz past and you find
yourself standing in front of a dilapidated motel at
dusk.
The motel traps and enslaves people in
loneliness. The dark night stretches onward and leaves
the tenants blind and isolated in the trappings of the
motel.
Remove yourself from the blindness that locks you into
your solitary confinement. The way out of this trap is to
open your vision and see where you can find an escape
from this enclosure.
58

44. feather collection

Soft feathers gently float from the ceiling, in slow
motion, defying gravity. The feathers bring an eerie
quiet that leaves a deafening ringing in your ears.
The feather collection represents a shedding
and a molting of things held onto that hold us back.
Worry and anxiety can prevent us from
accomplishing our dreams.
Take a moment to decide what is holding you back
and how you can release it. The difficult part is
letting go and moving on.
59

45. poison

Your throat and nose burn, as your eyes water, and the
room starts to grow dark. It seems that you may have
been betrayed.
The poison brings an ending for you and closes
out a period of your life. It is painful and frustrating.
Making sure to find a new path or way in life, will make
this transition much more bearable.
This ending will be difficult and will prepare you for a
new venture, much like a wildfire burns everything
away for new growth.
60

46. seagull

The wind picks up and a gentle caw cuts through the
breeze to your ears. A seagull rides through the wind
and lands in front of you, begging for some food scraps.
This energetic seagull is curious and represents
an active and explorative spirit. Taking a direct
approach to your activities will pay off and multiply.
Channel your energy to where you find your curiosity
and creativity and soon you will notice a return that will
bring the success you are hoping for.
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47. city

The ground rumbles, as large skyscrapers push up
past you and through the clouds. The bustle of the city
drowns out the sounds around you and leaves you
deaf.
The chaos of the city demands quick thinking
and direct action. A game plan and thought out
communication will help you get to where you want to
be.
Plan, organize, and take action, for now is the time to
enact the steps to your dreams.
62

48. airplane
The air grows thin and the space under you turns to
clouds. High up in the airplane, your mind feels clear
and your perception is sharp.
The airplane is high above the rest of the world
and sees the paths they need to travel clearly. Planning
and strategy comes easy from the airplane.
Independence and execution is at your fingertips.
Take this moment to see where you want to travel in
your relationships and career.
63

49. mountain
The wind grows bitter cold and the thin air threatens
to drown you. The top of the mountain may be frigid,
but the view clears the mind and sets all in perspective.
The mountain gifts mental clarity, authority, and
truth. Take your authority and truth and use it.
Transformation and reassurance will aid you in the
decisions that sit in front of you.
Take the power that surges within you and use it to
change your situation to better yourself.
64

50. sidewalk flower

A floral aroma fills the room, as soft pink flowers start
raining from the ceiling. Hope and opportunity are
ready for you.
The small sidewalk flower is manifestation and
prosperity in some troubled times. Take the space to
look for this opportunity and to nurture it, so that it will
grow and be able to sustain you.
Take the opportunity in front of you and do not let it
pass you, for it will help you build the foundation for
your dreams.
65

51. market
The cacophonous sounds and smells of the market
overwhelm and excite. The market opens up many
different possibilities and options for you.
The market demands prioritisation, time
management, and adaptability. Taking a trip to the
market requires balance and a keen eye to get what
you need and to not get distracted along the way.
Take this opportunity to prioritize the balance of what
you need and what you want.
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52. symphony

A buzz of sound grows in your ear. Soon the melodies
of the symphony ring loudly, and catch you humming
along.
The symphony uses teamwork and collaboration
to create a magical experience. This teamwork and
implementation aids you to be able to achieve a goal
that is larger than what you can access on your own.
Working together to fulfill a plan is the best approach
for success right now.
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53. train cars

The train cars rumble the space around you, as they
brush past along the tracks on the floor.
The control and stability the train cars have,
keep the plans and deliveries on time. Keeping security
and a conservative plan will help achieve the goals
before you.
Scarcity may be knocking on your doorstep, but
planning and control will help you overcome these
obstacles.
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54. blizzard
The air grows cold and a gentle blanket of snow lays
itself upon everything around you.
The blizzard isolates and creates insecurity. It
becomes difficult to navigate and easy to become lost.
Take the time to address what you need and find a way
to plan around the possibility of loss and poverty,
whether that poverty manifests itself spiritually,
emotionally, physically, or financially.
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55. grandmother's pie

A sweet scent fills the room and the taste of warm
gooseberry pie floods your mouth.

The slice of pie exemplifies generosity and
charity and has a way of healing the soul. Giving and
sharing strengthen relationships and build bonds that
can endure difficulties.
Give of yourself, and create a culture around you of care
and nurture.

70

56. daffodil field

Bright yellow floods your vision, as beautiful daffodils
push up from the floor and take over the room.
The perseverance of the daffodil bulb to survive the cold
dormant months underground and spring to life at the
sign of warmer weather is rewarding. This type of
sustainable long term vision always pays off.
Plan and organize your crop and you are sure to have a
productive yield.
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57. typewriter

A soft clicking starts to fill the room. In the corner, you
notice a typewriter working away at a sheet of paper
on its own. Perhaps the typing contains your fortune.
Spending the energy to master a skill is directly
related to success. The countless hours spent at the
typewriter to finish a manuscript may be daunting work,
but can guarantee you an outstanding project upon
completion.
Focus and set to work; you may have a grandiose
challenge in front of you, but you will succeed with hard
work and patience.
72

58. marina

Sweet salty air blows into your face, as the warm sun
promises you a beautiful day out on the water.
The abundance and luxury that afford you this
day at sea is overwhelming. Fate has offered you some
independence and security.
Rest and relax; your hard work has paid off.
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59. smorgasbord
The candle light flickers, as a large decadent dinner
spreads itself over the table. You may never be hungry
again.
There is shared wealth and abundance in the
smorgasbord. There is more than enough for all, and the
table can seat many.
Bring all of your loved ones to the shared meal. There is
always room for one more.
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60. hen

A quiet clucking and flutter of wings enters the room.
The hen is friendly and gently lays a golden egg upon
the table in front of you. Crack it open; it might contain
your fortune!
The hen brings positivity and the opportunity for
manifesting new ideas and goals. The hen is a gift that
brings passion and empathy.
Use this exchange to expand your current passions and
make them viable in ways they weren’t before. The
resources available to you have multiplied.
75

61. cabin
A bright mist invades the room, leaving you
transported to a secluded mountain cabin. The thin air
and quiet mountain breeze clear your mind.
The cabin is an escape and a break from routine.
The trip to the cabin guarantees a space to assess your
efficiency and method. Take this time to plan and
organize, away from the distractions of life.
Take a trip and take a break. Rethink your current
approaches. You might just find a better way to handle
your current situation.
76

62. trainstation

The clock strikes the hour, and a small piece of paper
slips into your lap. It’s a train ticket, boarding in fifteen
minutes. Grab your bag; it’s time for a journey.
A bustling atmosphere and air of excitement surround the
train station. This trip is offering you balance and
harmony, while providing the space you need to feel
comforted and supported.
Take a step away from your current dealings and lean into
the security of your own process. The struggles you are
currently facing might just be visualized out of proportion
and you might need a break to obtain a new perspective.
77

63. fireplace
The roar and crackle of a large fireplace overwhelms
your ears. The room grows warm and your troubles
fade away.
The security and comfort of the fireplace come
from a space of power and control. You are able to
create and maintain the warmth of the hearth.
Use the tools at your disposal to create the status and
security you need.
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64. candle flame

The candle at the center of the table illuminates with a
bright spark and flicker. A sacred flame has decided to
join us. Let us see how this fire decides to spread.
The flame of the candle is birthed from
inspiration and its essence is creation. Take the new
idea and spark that has singed you and capture it.
There is much potential in the seemingly small flame.
Use that potential to your advantage.
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65. ancient tree
A warm wind blows right through you. You find
yourself in an ancient forest by a hollowed out tree.
The ancient tree has progressed within the
forest for over a millennium. It has looked out over the
whole landscape and seen the way the world revolves.
Take the ancient wisdom to heart and discover the best
approach for your goals.
There is much inner alignment with the wisdom being
imparted to you. Remember this ancient tree spirit
well.
80

66. city sidewalk

The city sidewalk stretches on before you. With the
whole city ahead of you, your opportunities and
possibilities for expansion are endless.
The city sidewalk is a road into the land of
opportunity and progression. The sidewalk leads you to
new commitments and all of your future plans.
Take the time to organize your goals so that you may
make the most of the opportunities ahead.
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67. birthday cake

Four candles illuminate a birthday cake just for you.
This cake tastes just like celebration and is here to
warm your heart.
The birthday cake is a perfect addition to any
celebration. It aids in harmony, relaxation and
accompanies many homecomings.
Put a smile on your face; there is joy and relaxation in
celebrating.
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68. cactus collection
Tread carefully! It seems we have wandered into a
cactus garden. The sharp narrow passageways
are threatening on every side. Be careful with
each step, as it could be very harmful.
The cactus collection can be anything from a
fierce competition to a holding of conflict or
tension. This aggression in life can warrant drastic
life changes, or a period of hard work to resolve.
Take the time to resolve conflict and release
tension. It may do you well to look at life from a
different perspective.
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69. center stage

Warm soft lights glow on your face, as a whole crowd
sits in anticipation.
The stage offers self-confidence and recognition. The
success and progress it takes to achieve this platform is
behind you.
Take this victory and flourish within it.
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70. gate

A discrete gate stands in front of you in a wall. The key
to the lock is in your hand. Do you take the challenge
and see what is further in?
The gate provides entrance to a new experience.
The key offers you the opportunity to keep things locked
in, or grants you the access to an adventure.
Weigh the options your key makes available to you and
make a sound judgement on how to proceed.
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71. electric trees

The edge of the forest glows supernatural colors. Align
yourself with the electric trees and let their energy
electrify you.
The bright light from the neon trees signify the
spark of fate, as you engage your passions. This spark,
when used correctly, has the potential to illuminate the
whole forest.
Agree with your passions. They are the quickest way to
achieving your dreams.
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72. witch's castle

Alone, girded by the forest, you stand in front of an old
dilapidated castle. Should you enter? Maybe your fate
is inside!
Witch’s castle is a boundary and a barrier for you
and your goals. Being courageous and setting
limitations will aid you in being resilient.
Your achievements are possible under these
circumstances. Guard against distractions well and your
fate is positive.
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73. carved pumpkin

A carved pumpkin illuminates in the corner of the
room. The light flickers, entrances you, and
beckons you closer.
The carved pumpkin demands a fair amount
of commitment and responsibility. Just as in ancient
folklore, this Jack O’Lantern will assist in warding
off evil.
Take this as a challenge and a burden. The work of
your labor will indeed save you this time.
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74. electric chapel

Just down the path, close to a quarter of a mile, you see
an illuminated chapel. This electric chapel is an open
door to the free spirit.
The electric chapel is a place to attend when one
is looking for inspiration, new ideas, and self discovery.
Take the time in the chapel to find yourself and your
unique vision for this world.
It is time to tap into your limitless potential with help
from the other side.
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75. rainbow
Look to the sky! A rainbow is shining bright and
encircling the city!
The rainbow is a manifestation of action and
adventure. Often a sign from above, the rainbow is
permission to let go and set yourself free.
It is time to take full ownership and creative control
of your passions.
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76. fair

The fair is in town and there is a ticket just for you.
Enjoy your evening of festivities, and make the best of
your curiosities.
The fair comes through town seldom and you have the
wonderful opportunity of attending. The fair is a call to
socializing, strutting your confidence, and being
courageously yourself.
Take a break from life and enjoy yourself; I don’t think
you will regret it.
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77. fireworks
Quick, look out the window! There is a wonderful
display of fireworks going off across the river,
just for you.
These fireworks display your grand visions
of long term success. Leading and championing
those efforts should come easy to you right now.
Display your fireworks for all to see.
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78. dahlia & peony bouquet
The strong scent of flowers flood your senses. The empty
flower pots around you spring to life with bright peonies
and maroon dahlias. The scent fills the room with a sweet
and dense aroma.
The dahlias and peonies emerge from stable fertile
soil. Your physical level of consciousness is in harmony and
now is the time to share with others the manifestation of
your hard work.
As your harmony comes into alignment, seek out
opportunities to plant seeds for further growth and
expansion.
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79. iris patch

A flash of purple catches your attention right out the
window as a light hint of perfume tickles your nose.
You notice the yard slowly burst forth with perfect
spring irises.
The iris patch blooms best in wet soil. The bulb
and roots are able to store and retrieve water much
easier in wet soil, which contributes to height and
stature. This soil is perfect for cultivating new ideas and
watching your emotions spring to life.
Take a risk and plant some seeds here. This soil is sure
to create a wonderful representation of you.
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80. pink rose bouquet

A strong breeze blows past your shoulder. With it you
experience an aroma of bright rose. The table in front of
you bursts forth with pink rose bouquets. The experience
immediately accelerates your pulse and warms your
cheeks.
Pink roses carry an intense energy of passion and
spirituality. Through your intuition and ambition, you
will be able to achieve your accomplishments. This is a
strength of yours; use it now to grow and expand your
passions.
Puff out your chest and be proud of yourself and your
accomplishments.
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81. sunburst tulips

Orange and yellow tulips suddenly sprout up all around
you. The tulips dance in the breeze and bring a smile to
your face.
The sunburst tulips are a sign of action and
change. This momentum is brought forth by courageous
and ambitious thinking. The tulips sprout like ideas and
thoughts, bringing to you unique perspectives with each
new manifestation.
Take the time to think about the power and force you
have. Planning and organization will help you to achieve
your goals.
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82. yellow rose bush

The soft delicate scent of yellow roses assaults your
senses. The yellow roses fall slowly from the ceiling as
they lay a silk blanket all around you.
The yellow rose bush contains supernatural
phenomenon. Knowing that messages and support are
coming to you in this time will strengthen you.
Take the assistance from the other side. Supernatural
aid will help direct your goals.
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